Aspirin and Diabetes Care in Nigeria: Treatment or Exploitation?
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Abstract

Cardiovascular disorders have become leading drivers of untimely deaths almost everywhere. Such deaths are however declining globally due to effective interventions. Low dose aspirin contributes to this reduction when used appropriately through minimization of the risk of coronary heart disease and other occlusive atherosclerotic syndromes that can complicate type 2 diabetes/or hypertension. One local study published in 2004 indicated that aspirin was prescribed for 33% of patients with type 2 diabetes. Since then, aspirin prescription, as part of standard therapy for type 2 diabetes/or hypertension, has risen steadily with some studies reporting this to be 66%-88%; These figures more than double those reported in jurisdictions overseas where occlusive atherosclerotic disorders commonly complicate type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension. Even so, recent transnational data show that cardiovascular deaths linked to type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension are not abating in sub-Saharan Africa as in many other regions. This can suggest that interventions in black Africa, if any, maybe less than effective in comparison to areas where health outcomes are improving. Significantly, type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension can behave differently in many black groups within Africa such that occlusive atherosclerotic disorders are less common health consequences even with rising cholesterol levels. In the case of Nigeria, the evidence of cardiovascular health benefits of aspirin, as extensively described in groups overseas, appears hard to find for local cohorts. Indeed what the available data strongly suggest is that effective control of blood pressure is a higher treatment priority for saving Nigerian lives than interventions aimed at retarding the atherosclerotic process. Given these observations, the question ought to be asked whether or not low dose aspirin in type 2 diabetes/hypertension therapies, as locally practiced, is the best way of optimizing limited resources in saving Nigerian lives. This paper examines the evidence.

Introduction

The rate at which new cases of type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension now occur is approaching epidemic proportions globally, and these conditions are principal drivers of cardiovascular deaths almost everywhere [1-7]. But while such untimely deaths are declining due to effective interventions, this is not the case in Sub-Saharan Africa including Nigeria [1-3,8]. Indeed, many deaths from diabetes in Nigeria, while patients are receiving treatment care, are largely avertable and can be prevented with effective care [1,2,8-13].

In particular, treatment quality of hypertension, especially when type 2 diabetes is present, frequently fall short of quality threshold committed to by providers and this appears widespread. These reports [8-18] from academic hospitals show that treated patients do not always have their blood pressure lowered to levels that can optimally diminish the risk of untimely deaths and other adverse cardiovascular outcomes. For example, since reporting in 2004, that barely 11% of patients attending our facility had their BP controlled to less than 90 mmHg [14], more recent data [18] from the same center put this at 23.7%. Another report [19], involving four different academic hospitals, suggests that only about 40% of treated patients had blood pressure effectively controlled to desirable targets. These data suggest some improvement in blood pressure control in the last decade but overall control rates remain largely below desired treatment goals. Some experts [3,20-23] however blame this on irregular treatment compliance due to high cost of prescribed therapy.

To be sure inadequate control of BP is a global phenomenon [23-27] better blood pressure control have been reported with improved utilization of existing remedies [12,25,28]. Indeed, closer examination of published data in Nigeria tend to suggest that treatments that are known to work best for local population are not always optimally utilized; while in many cases needless medications are prescribed and or less effective ones are preferred based on expert opinion even when more expensive[15-17,28-33]. Specifically, many patients are treated as though they were of Northern Hemisphere origin when in reality they are predominantly black Nigerians living in Sub-Saharan Africa [14-17,21,31,34-37] (Figure 1). This can affect treatment cost and outcome due to variation in health consequences of type 2 diabetes and hypertension in different groups requiring different treatment priorities. For example, as at 2004, one local study [38] indicated that low dose aspirin was prescribed for 33% of patients with type 2 diabetes. Since then, aspirin prescription has increasingly become part of standard therapy for type 2 diabetes/or hypertension with some studies [14,16,23,30,39] reporting prescription frequency as high as 66%-88% in treated patients; these figures more than double those reported in jurisdictions overseas where coronary heart disease/other occlusive atherosclerotic disorders commonly complicate type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension [35,36,40-42]. In 2012, aspirin therapy became a national best practice in diabetes care [37] (Figure 1) following an intense collaboration between a health professional group, market authorization holders and the Federal government. This has conferred baby aspirin with the status of essential medicine within the context of diabetes/hypertension care thereby creating a multi-billion naira industry in which local drug manufacturers are dominant.
indicate that interventions applied in black Africa may not be as effective as those applied in regions where health outcomes are improving.

Second, while occlusive atherosclerotic syndromes underlie most untimely cardiovascular deaths particularly in the presence of type 2 diabetes, hypertension and/or elevated cholesterol in those regions, this is not the case in sub-Saharan Africa which has the lowest disease burden of such occlusive atherosclerotic disorders including coronary heart disease [CAD] and large vessel stroke[1,2].

In the case of Nigeria, health market, despite some reports [14,16,19] of more cases of CAD in recent decades, accumulated data [3,4,46-55] continue to show that atherosclerotic disorders remain infrequent. Specifically, though diagnostic tests e.g. coronary angiography required to confirm suspected cases may be lacking in many academic hospitals, autopsy data [3,4,49-55] consistently show that occlusive atherosclerotic disorders remain an uncommon complication in people dying from type 2 diabetes and hypertension in Nigeria.

Third and even more compelling, it remains unclear how low dose aspirin can be expected to improve treatment quality/outcome of type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension when no supporting evidence of its health benefits in any local cohort exists. This is a treatment option that appears to follow similar recommendations by scholars, professional bodies and consumer protection agencies in North America and Europe made from the perspectives of their home populations [56-61].

In this context, widespread implementation of this treatment guideline may result in waste of scarce resources and an unnecessary exposure of many patients to aspirin related harm particularly as high risk hypertension or type 2 diabetes appear to have different health consequences in most people affected in Nigeria compared to similar groups overseas where baby aspirin seem beneficial. The question is why does such unrestrained use of aspirin continue?

An oral presentation of part of this communication was made to World Health Organization meeting of National Medicines Regulatory Authorities in Rome, Italy in 2013 entitled “Message from the dead in Nigeria” [62] and re-echoed in a global debate/open forum discussion on medicines use entitled Risk: whose/what risk by a panel of experts of which the lead author was part [63].

Disease Mechanisms of Hypertension/Diabetes

To start with, several local studies [14,16,19] show that an increasing number [in some series as high as 60-70%] of those attending university based diabetes clinics have elevated blood pressure. This high disease overlap between hypertension and type 2 diabetes as well as genetic studies [64-67] suggest that both conditions may share a common disease mechanism with both conditions being two extreme clinical expressions of the same pathologic entity. Even at that, elevated blood pressure seem the dominant mechanism that drives the disease process in that; lowering blood pressure is often more effective in preventing untimely deaths and other adverse cardiovascular events related to diabetes than tighter blood glucose regardless of race/ethnicity and geographic location [35,36,68-71].

On the other hand, while the risk factors for occlusive atherosclerotic syndromes are not fully understood in black Africa [2,72], autopsy data [3,4,49-55] consistently show that heart attack, stroke and other occlusive atherosclerotic disorders are less common health consequences of hypertension and type 2 diabetes despite rising cholesterol level in the Nigeria population. This could mean that atherosclerosis in Nigerians with type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension may not be a high risk phenomenon that progressively results in occlusive clinical syndromes requiring additional interventions beyond blood pressure reduction and or diabetes control [11,24,26,73-74]. This large body of compelling autopsy data [3,4,49-55] consistently shows that often less than 10% of people in Nigeria dying from hypertension and or type 2 diabetes had occlusive atherosclerotic diseases as the cause of death and this figure has remained largely the same in the last 40-50 years. This is not to say that stroke, heart diseases and other cardiovascular conditions are uncommon in local clinical practice. As a matter of fact these cardiovascular disorders are emerging as leading drivers of untimely deaths and chronic disabilities in Nigeria [3-7] but most cases result from uncontrolled blood pressure and rarely due to occlusive atherosclerosis where platelets aggregation is pathologically involved. Furthermore, many risk assessment tools [58-61] used to determine therapeutic priorities and treatment intensity have not been extensively validated in Nigeria particularly as risk factors for adverse cardiovascular outcome do not have the same potency across all racial/ethnic groups [75-78]. This disease heterogeneity suggest that blood pressure reduction should be a higher treatment priority in saving Nigerian lives than interventions like daily baby aspirin aimed at retarding the atherosclerotic process which is unlikely to deliver the

Figure 1: Nigerian National Treatment Guideline for Diabetes

First, as mentioned earlier, recent transnational data [1,2] show that cardiovascular deaths linked to type 2 diabetes and or hypertension are not abating in sub-Saharan Africa as in other regions. This could indicate that interventions applied in black Africa may not be as effective as those applied in regions where health outcomes are improving.

Second, while occlusive atherosclerotic syndromes underlie most untimely cardiovascular deaths particularly in the presence of type 2 diabetes, hypertension and/or elevated cholesterol in those regions, this is not the case in sub-Saharan Africa which has the lowest disease burden of such occlusive atherosclerotic disorders including coronary heart disease [CAD] and large vessel stroke[1,2].
same health benefits in most black Nigerians with type 2 diabetes and or hypertension as observed elsewhere.

**Evolution of Aspirin Therapy in Diabetes/Hypertension**

Nevertheless, the evidence [59,61,79,80] indicating that daily baby-aspirin can lower the risk of recurrent heart attack, stroke and other adverse atherosclerotic cardiovascular events i.e. prevent further attacks in people already affected, is persuasive. It is therefore not surprising that many scholars, professional health bodies and national medicines regulatory authorities support using aspirin this way especially in groups where occlusive atherosclerotic syndromes frequently complicate type 2 diabetes/or hypertension. However, not every racial/ethnic group even within the same national boundaries is equally affected [36,75-78]. Therefore it is established that this intervention rarely apply to everyone with type 2 diabetes/or hypertension especially black people of African descent including Nigerians who appear less susceptible to occlusive atherosclerosis compared to other racial/ethnic groups where aspirin therapy has been firmly recognized as a treatment priority and cost effective [36,59-61,75-78]. Even in Europe and North America where aspirin has been extensively studied, there is very little evidence that baby aspirin benefits everyone with hypertension or and diabetes as is apparently recommended in Nigeria [30,35,36,81-83] (Figure 1). In rich countries where this treatment originate and CAD/other occlusive atherosclerotic complications are the commonest causes of untimely death in type 2 diabetes and hypertension, low dose aspirin therapy has not been convincingly shown to prevent first-time cardiovascular events even among high risk individuals [80-83]. The implication of this for clinical practice is that prescribing daily low dose aspirin is unlikely to prevent first time heart attack and stroke even in those with type 2 diabetes, hypertension and elevated cholesterol at high risk of atherosclerotic disorders. Given that aspirin, even in low dose can result in death from unintended effects [82-85], more so as its use can represent waste of resources for which no health benefit is likely, it is not surprising that United States Food and Drug Agency [USFDA] recently declined approval of marketing authorization for this indication [86].Consequently, as is the norm that before any medicine especially one for public health conditions like hypertension and type 2 diabetes are made available for general use, one would assume that evidence of health benefit[s] already exist in the population of intended use; particularly for a potentially dangerous medication like aspirin and for which users are also to bear additional treatment cost daily for life. Curiously, extensive literature search failed to show any such evidence nor was any on-going post marketing study intended to determine the risk-benefit/cost effectiveness of using aspirin this way in any Nigerian cohort found. This is baffling for a population of 173.6 million that is rapidly expanding and also the largest health market of blacks anywhere in the world [87].

**Price-Ringing and Cartel**

In any case, over the last decade, a 75 mg tablet of aspirin has become widely available in Nigeria specifically formulated to "prevent stroke, heart attack and other adverse cardiovascular events" as well as indicated for treating aches, pains and fever [see product information [88]]. This local brand (sachets) (Figure 2) entered the market at a cost of two naira per tablet [equivalent of 4 US cents] to consumers. But for many decades before then, aspirin was widely accessed as over-the-counter medication at a higher dosage [300 mg] tablet form (single stand-alone white tablet) (Figure 2) sold for one naira per tablet [equivalent to two US cents] at a local pharmacy shop when last purchased. The latter is however increasingly becoming scarce in the open market; and this could be attributed to an almost ubiquitous availability of paracetamol as home remedy for aches, pains and fever. Nevertheless, diverse brands of this higher dosage form in Nigeria health market is pharmacologically similar to and could be used for almost all indications for which the 75 mg tablet-formulation is widely prescribed in many diabetes/hypertension treatment facilities [16,18,28,38,39,88,89]. Indeed prescribing the 300 mg tablet formulation in place of the 75 mg tablet form can lower the daily treatment cost by nearly 200% of the current cost of aspirin therapy patients with hypertension and/or diabetes are made to bear.

Not only that, baby aspirin product, a prescription medicine in the context of hypertension/diabetes therapy is regularly advertised on National television as a daily remedy for preventing sudden death due to heart attack and stroke. This can stimulate demand and expand customer base for this indication in the wider population but what is not often mentioned is that the types of stroke and heart conditions that commonly occur in Nigeria are rarely due to occlusive atherosclerosis but almost invariably result from uncontrolled blood pressure in over 90% of cases and this is usually in those with hypertension and or type 2 diabetes [3,4,9-11]. At the current price of five naira per tablet per day, this amount can pay for up to five days of antihypertensive therapy with low dose thiazide diuretics which is capable of lowering blood pressure to targets that optimally diminish the risk of untimely deaths and other cardiovascular events particularly in many black people, at least initially [39,90,91]. Five naira, equivalent to about ten US cents [by current exchange rate of 197 naira to one US dollar] may not seem much by purchasing power available in many high income countries, but over a lifetime of treatment, this can mean a lot of money for many struggling Nigerians, majority of who are poor and disproportionately affected by hypertension and type 2 diabetes [20,30 ]. The recommended national minimum wage is 18000 naira monthly but not every employer pays this and many people willing to work cannot find employment. Incidentally, the price increase of baby aspirin alluded to earlier has remained at five naira virtually across all local brands including newer entrants. Such price stability can suggest a lack of active competition/ market price control mechanism which raises the possibility of a price-ringing cartel. It is worth mentioning that health care services in Nigeria are delivered mostly by the private sector on a cash and carry basis. Even where health service is subsidized by government, consumers still pay 70-90% of total treatment cost at the point of use regardless of need and ability to pay [92]. The implication of this is that many ordinary citizens with hypertension/type 2 diabetes can fail to receive effective care because badly needed resources that could contribute in optimizing blood pressure control are diverted in paying for a prescribed medicine that adds little or nothing to treatment quality/outcome.

**Conclusion**

Although paying higher cost for lower quality is not an unusual experience in Nigeria [93] but labeling a medicine essential as now appears to be the case with baby aspirin can create a huge marketing opportunity. This can attract powerful interests not all of which may advance public health. More worrisome is that quality assurance/ control processes in patient care that can be expected to ensure treatments are delivered in accordance with the evidence of what work
best for the service population seem inoperative even in academic health centers. Not only that, high profile professors as shapers of medical practice sometimes promote particular interventions in media events organized by market authorization holders even where no supporting evidence exists. This can confer legitimacy on dubious therapeutics claims [94,95]. Apart from fuelling inappropriate use of medicines, this can also promote the notion that other people’s treatment priorities should be adopted everywhere without prior determination whether or not such therapies are equally beneficial to local population.

Many fair minded scholars would agree that risks that should determine treatment priorities ought to be those indigenous to the population of interest especially in conditions like type 2 diabetes and hypertension which exhibit disease variability with different health consequences in different groups/individuals. Massively introducing treatments that work well elsewhere without re-calibration for local health needs/priorities as now seem to be the case with baby aspirin in the treatment of hypertension and type 2 diabetes in Nigeria can inadvertently turn a disease condition very few have or are ever likely to have into a public health emergency. In the process, this can create a huge and ever expanding market for dumping medicinal products of little relevance to the health needs/priorities of Nigeria and its people all in the name of national best practice (Figure 1). What seems surprising is how government agencies charged with the responsibility of ensuring that medicines which enter the health system represent the best value for money can become bystanders as unsuspecting consumers are exploited with such unrestrained prescription of aspirin. This can undermine the capacity of health systems to deliver effective and affordable care based on evidence. This is increasingly becoming of concern to many responsible governments dedicated to serving their nationals well within available resources [96,97]. In this circumstance it, may be difficult to shake off any accusation that prescribers expected to act in the best interest of their patients or communities are not part of an elaborate scheme which sees patients more as revenue source than anything else.

Unfortunately, such behavior can erode public confidence in orthodox health care services and damage the reputation of Medicine as a caring profession.

In summary, this paper argues that the scientific/ethical grounds that can justify the almost universal use of aspirin in type 2 diabetes and/or hypertension especially as primary prevention for atherosclerotic disorders as recommended by local experts is yet to emerge. This calls for greater restriction of baby aspirin availability at all tiers of care with closer monitoring of its use to minimize misuse/abuse. Moreover, making the 300 mg aspirin tablet formulation as available as the 75 mg tablet formulation could give prescribers and consumers greater choice in lowering treatment cost for individuals requiring low dose aspirin therapy especially for secondary prevention in those with known occlusive atherosclerotic disease, but are unable to pay the higher cost of using the 75 mg tablet formulation that comes with more convenient packaging (Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Some brands of 75mg aspirin tablet in sachet and a 300mg aspirin tablet (white)](image)
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